Yesterday I went to a grocery store in Edmonton.
Everyone I saw was wearing a mask. I was the lone outlier.
Before you get all judgy on me, I am not a law breaker
Edmonton mask bylaw has exemption for anyone no proof of exemption is required.
For the record I would gladly be a law breaker for this mask bylaw. This document explains why.

People do not like to wear masks:
At the store, the guy who wrapped up some fish for me had the mask around his neck.
One customer I saw had mask hanging off ear, another had mask on mouth but not nose.
When a man saw me without a mask, he immediately took off his mask
People do not like to wear masks.
Observing people going to store I noticed that most put on a mask when they are 20’ from the door.
People walking from car to store would pull mask out of pocket and put on as they walked into store.
When leaving store mask was immediately removed. Men tend to put them into pocket. Women tend to
hang them off visor or lay on front seat.
This repeats at next store after the little Petri dish incubates in the warm sun.
Fingers touch mask often. People constantly adjust, pull, fidget with mask since it is robbing them of free
air supply. If masks trap viruses and they are constantly touched;
The wash hands / clean high contact surface protocols are thus completely undermined.
I have yet to see a car with a sink and soap installed in it.

If masks do trap the virus:
If mask wearer has virus and mask stops virus – virus is in mask.
Mask wearer removes mask – touches with fingers and puts into pocket with fingers on the way to car.
Later touches door handle at next stop. Virus is on door handle.
Subsequent person touches door handle gets virus on fingers, fidgets with mask and is infected.
If another person has virus and mask stops virus – virus is in mask.
Mask wearer removes mask – touches with fingers and puts into pocket with fingers.
Later scratches nose or eye with same finger or puts mask on again and is infected.

What About Surgeons?
Surgeons wear high quality masks, that can stop a virus from patient to entering them. Yet they do not
surgeons with a virus normally abstain from operating. (unless there are extenuating circumstances).
Surgeons are trained on how to put mask on, take mask off and handwashing is involved at every stage.
Cloth or paper masks do not approach virus stopping ability of surgeons’ masks.

What about mask pore size and virus size?
Virus is tiny (< 1 micron) – pores in cotton fabric are large (160 micron)
Scale drawing of virus (red dot in middle) to cotton fabric pore size (black circle)

Would an open overhead door be able to filter out a baseball?
Someone with glasses knows that a mask causes glasses to fog up. Exhaled breath goes up through gap.
Huge Gaps in cheek and under chin as well do not allow Van der Waals forces or electrostatic forces to
help.
Imagine what a deep yawn does as the mask sucks into the face.
Additionally, effectiveness of given defences – sneezing, coughing, uninhibited exchange of air, mucus is
reduced with masks. I trust someone who has not lied to me more than someone who has.

What about places that mandated masks early?

Notice what happened to the line when stay at home order was implemented. (stay home bad as well)
Australia had low numbers early – now they are “enjoying” enforced curfews due to a spike in cases.

Early Mask advice:
“CDC does not recommend that people who are well wear a facemask (sic) to protect
themselves from respiratory illnesses, including COVID-19,” reads the center’s FAQ page for
the virus.
The Public Health Agency of Canada currently provides the same messaging for Canadians: If
you're healthy, you don't need a mask to prevent the spread. "Wearing a mask when you are
not ill may give a false sense of security," the agency says online, adding that there are risks
associated with masks: they need to be changed frequently and improper disposal could
increase infection risk.
It's a message that Chief Public Health Officer Dr. Theresa Tam reiterated in a press conference
on Monday.
"What we worry about is actually the potential negative aspects of wearing a mask, where
people are not protecting their eyes or other aspects of where the virus could enter your body,
and that gives you a false sense of confidence," Tam said.
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/when-should-i-wear-a-face-mask-mixed-messaging-abounds1.4873421

If early mask advice was not medically motivated but politically motivated or motivated by supply
concerns, then it is just as likely that today’s advice is also not medically motivated.
Why are masks now a deal? Why 6 months to late?
School is about to start – Attacking political opponents through promoting fear is easy when you use
words like “experiment in human sacrifice.” (its an odd statement from those who perform human
sacrifice‐chopping up babies‐ I still believe stop killing babies and the plague will stop)
1. Flat curve is bad for governments that enforced massive lock downs. What if this thing was not
so bad to justify $ 350 billion? Lefty leaders want to keep the fear going for it is a very effective
method to increase slavery among citizens as well as augment their own power. They also know
things will be tricky come budget time and making this Covid 19 thing bigger and longer is
thought to minimize the damage from the coming massive tax hikes.
2. False belief that we are in control – believing it is within our capacity to make it so: “we will not
surely die.” Australia seems to be on this wavelength.
3. Coming soon: mandatory goggles, tracking software, propeller hats?
What about Biblical warrants for mask wearing?
Leviticus 13:45 – certain diseases require isolation and a lower face covering for the sick only!
In addition, unkempt and torn clothes are also required along with crying out unclean, unclean to warn
the healthy not to approach.
Quarantining of the healthy is not mentioned in the Bible.
What about the Kansas Natural experiment?
Counties with mask rules have 56% greater daily Covid 19 cases/100k population than those who don’t.
Dual scale graph makes it look like mask rule counties are lower. (I wonder why this is?)

Always keep in mind the arbitrary nature of restrictions – churches < 50, Casinos no limit etc. A lot of
governmental restrictions are not motivated from a perspective of sound medical practices.

